
 



EVENTS 
DIARY 

Contact: The Editor 
Email: editor@swlink.org.uk 

 

Events Update 

There are again but a few events for this page. Sorry! I hope that in 
the coming months, this charge will be reversed. 

     In the meantime, this red phone box would certainly be an 
impressive backdrop for a Zoom session, plenty of books to wow the 
viewers! That may be so, but more importantly, in which nearby 
village would you find this library?    

 

Keith Murphy, editor@swlink.org.uk 

March (VH = Village hall; Ch = Church) 

Wed 03 Cut-Off date for Great Wolford Fish and Chip Takeaway Evening 
Sat 06 Fish and Chip Takeaway Evening (by appointment only), Great Wolford 
Tue 09 Ladies Coffee Mornings (Zoom) SW7 Benefice event    11.00 
Thur 11 Long Compton Book Club (Zoom)       19.00 
Tue 16 Ladies Coffee Mornings (Zoom) SW7 Benefice event    11.00 
Sun 21 National Census Day 
Tue 23 Ladies Coffee Mornings (Zoom) SW7 Benefice event    11.00 
Tue 30 Ladies Coffee Mornings (Zoom) SW7 Benefice event    11.00 
 
 
 

 

LINK cover:  ‘Sutton-Under-Sheep’ 
Photograph by LINK reader Caroline Gibbs. 
Cover design by KMS Litho, Hook Norton.  

The LINK welcomes contributions for the front cover or elsewhere. 
Portrait orientation photographs or artwork preferred. Please send 
items to editor@swlink.org.uk.  
 
LINK cover and artwork produced by KMS Litho, Hook Norton and 
sponsored by Oxford Hardware. 
 

 

Photograph by Simon Lewis-Beeching
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THE LINK is published by South Warwickshire LINK Ltd, a not-for-profit company limited by guarantee (reg. no. 07234681), and printed by KMS Litho 
Ltd, Hook Norton.  
The opinions expressed in The LINK are not necessarily those of the Editor or any member of the Link team. Whilst every effort is made to ensure 
accuracy of information printed, the Editor/team do not accept any responsibility for the consequences of any errors that may occur.  
The LINK does not endorse any products, services or companies. The appearance of advertisements in this magazine is not a guarantee of those 
products/services or the companies that manufacture, distribute or promote such products/services. 
All information held by The LINK is strictly confidential and is held purely for administration purposes and not sold or offered to third parties. 
All subscription monies paid to The LINK are non-refundable in the event that the South Warwickshire LINK Ltd ceases to operate. 

Please note the copy deadline for April 2021:

Monday 15 March  
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EDITORIAL 
   

LINK Talk 
We have recently seen some quite dramatic action from a certain Parish Council in 
Cheshire, when the video of their extraordinary (in more senses than one!) general 
meeting went viral on social media. The ripples, or more likely, tsunami caused by this 
video will no doubt be causing this council many problems well into the future. 

     No such problems here in SW7! Our Farming correspondent, Lynn Mathias, has been 
combing the historical minutes of Great Wolford Parish Council before they find their 
way to the Warwickshire Record Office and you can read the results of her research in 
the Great Wolford pages. Lynn’s Farming Notes will take a rest whilst she shares with us 
the results of her research. 

     Quite a dramatic story this month from a CAMEO lunch club member. If you thought 
that emptying your bin is a pretty mundane activity, maybe you need to think again! The 
story illustrates the lack of respect that some individuals have for the community and 
the environment in which they find themselves.  

Keith Murphy, editor@swlink.org.uk 

CAMEO's 14th Birthday 
The CAMEO Lunch Club celebrated its 14th birthday on Friday 12 February. Prior to the 
lockdown, the lunch club met every month in Burmington village hall during those years 
- except on one occasion, when lunch was cancelled due to summer flooding. 

     Many thanks go to the small number of volunteers who have cooked for the 
community over these years  - and still do so in lockdown when the much-appreciated 
lunches are delivered  throughout SW7 villages and Shipston. 

     If anyone would like to help out by giving up a little time to cooking or delivering 
meals, Dennis Cummings would love to hear from you on 661755. 

Do you need help with your technology?  
Technology has the power to transform lives. 
Smartphones, iPads, digital TV and other incredible 
technologies empower us to stay connected to 
friends and family, to access public services, shop 
online, sort out bills, switch utility supplier and much 
more. AbilityNet believes this digital world should be 
accessible to all, regardless of age or ability.  

     Coronavirus has made it harder for older and disabled people to get help when their 
technology lets them down. For the past 20 years, AbilityNet has helped disabled and 
older people get the most from their technology. We are a national charity with a 
network of vetted and friendly volunteers. We have a local presence in the South 
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Warwickshire & North Oxfordshire area and can offer free advice, in a socially distanced 
manner of course! 

     All our volunteers are security checked and the service is entirely free. Here are just 
some of the things they can help with:  

• Setting up new equipment and connecting to the internet  
• Viruses, slow working computer, updates.  
• Making simple changes to your equipment to make it easier to use.  
• Impartial advice about staying safe online, backing up files and photos  
• Showing you how to email, shop online, connect with family and friends etc.  

     Recently, one of our volunteers assisted James to solve a problem with his computer 
and email. Using remote access technology, Dave was able to correct the password issue 
that James was having. Dave also helped James deal with spam emails.  

James said, ‘I am most grateful for what I believe was a highly professional advice and 
comment, most generously given, and which has initiated a complete review of my 
chaotic, existing data storage and email systems.’ 

     If you could benefit from our service, or are interested in joining the volunteering 
team, please call 0800 048 7642, email enquiries@abilitynet.org.uk or visit 
www.abilitynet.org.uk .  
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The LINK Crossword 

  

Across 

8  Look for the earl. (4) 
9  We know for certain modified light will 
     change direction. (10) 
10  One needs ability for this. (6)  
11  Parleyed about the second match. (8) 
12  The clan existed for more than half the 
        month. (4) 
13  A period of ruthlessness for France. (10) 
17  This is quite capable of repetition. (4) 
18  Frosting. (5) 
19  On the surface. (4) 
20  Could be voyagers, could be shirkers. (10) 
22  Who’d have thought it could be a ship. (4) 
23  Tailored to the devotee. (8) 
27  Solved nonchalantly. (6) 
28  Harmonics played for drink. (10) 
29  A kiln mostly at the seaside. (4) 

Down

1  The second Sunday before Lent. (10) 
2  An awkward teenager could drink 
     this. (5,3) 
3  Show the amazing tin-openers. (10) 
4  This is a long distance away. (4) 
5  Scratch. (4) 
6  French resort south of Jersey. (2,4) 
7  Spy on the pier? (4) 
14  The usual aim of every competitor. (5) 
15  Allegorist disguised as a 
        law-maker. (10) 
16  He attacks established values. (10) 
19  Grounded out little chance of 
        winning. (8) 
21  Wooded. (6) 
24  Northward for a catch. (4) 
25  Change the direction of the boat. (4) 
26  Jeer at the water-bird? (4) 

Compiled for us by our 
friend Campden John 
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A CAMEO Lunch Club member’s view of life in the pandemic. 
Jaded but Jabbed! 

When the first lockdown began on Monday 23 March last year, my husband D and I 
decided it was an opportunity to begin a programme of jobs that had been put on hold 
for many months and kept a diary as the days passed. 

     At first it was quite fun, but as the months went by, the progress slowed. In that first 
fit of enthusiasm, D spring-cleaned his shed, painted various of his railway artifacts 
including fire buckets, mended bits and pieces and replaced our side garden fence. I 
sorted out cupboards and drawers, amassing a huge pile for the charity shops. Now D 
had a favourite old shirt with worn collar which would normally have gone in the rag 
bag. I remembered that my mother made a practice of turning collars on my father’s 
shirts some 70 years ago so, for the first time, I did the same with D’s favourite shirt. 

     Sadly, our cousins who were due to visit us from Australia for five months in May had 
to cancel their flights and other bookings. We had to cancel our own Cornwall holiday 
plans. This was just a start. So much had to be cancelled: the Shipston Proms, the U3A 
groups, all of the music events and, not least, our CAMEO club meetings We decided to 
limit our shopping trips to once per week to avoid unnecessary contact with other folk, 
and were pleased to do shopping for three other households in need. 

     D and I were so grateful to have the beautiful sunny days in the summer and to be 
kept busy in our garden which produced a good crop of vegetables this year. But we 
have greatly missed having coffee and meals out on our shopping trips, visits to 
hairdressers etc. and, above all, sharing hugs with friends and family. Dare we hope that 
later this year we will be able to return to near normal and meet one another again at 
CAMEO and our other activities?  

     The best news so far this year is that we have both received the vaccine and we hope 
and pray that it will soon extend to all. We do not possess a computer, but thank 
goodness for the telephone which allows us to enjoy frequent calls to family and friends.  

     As I was putting this note to bed and reflecting on how mundane life had become – 
surprise, surprise! On Monday 1 February, we put our recycling bin outside the gate for 
collection. The dustmen were later than usual, so we had time to nip out to pop in some 
more papers. On lifting the lid, we discovered a large plastic bag had been dropped in 
overnight. We opened the bag to find what looked like a lot of bloody meat inside. 
Further inspection disclosed the remains of a large animal and many spent shotgun 
cartridges. We called the police for advice and they arrived very quickly. They unpacked 
the gruesome mess to discover two animal skins. They photographed the skins which 
were later identified as those of a muntjac and a roe deer. Readers will no doubt share 
our wide and imaginative conjectures as to who, what and why! 
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GARDENING 
NOTES 

Editors: 
Margaret Welsh,  Long Compton Garden Club 
Miranda Arnold,  Whichford Amateur Gardener 

In theory, March is the month when spring arrives. It is hard to believe this as I write in 
mid -February and we have just had the lowest temperatures for several years. In reality 
in March, we are still between winter and spring and the soothsayers warning in Julius 
Caesar ‘Beware the Ides of March’ could apply to gardeners.  Warm March days could be 
followed by frosty nights and it is a case of waiting for suitable weather to tackle tasks in 
the garden. Anything planted in March needs to be totally hardy. 

     If the soil is not too sticky to work, start to get flower beds and borders ready for the 
imminent growth spurt of herbaceous perennials. Lift and divide any overgrown clumps 
of plants, such as day lilies, by discarding any outer old sections and splitting and 
planting the inner vigorous parts. Weed the beds and remove any self-seeded seedlings 
you wish to keep and grow on, and then apply general purpose fertiliser, water and 
mulch with compost. Most snowdrops will have finished flowering by now, so may also 
be divided and replanted. 

     Finish pruning hybrid tea roses, floribundas and climbing roses and again apply rose 
fertiliser and compost. Redcurrants should also be pruned now as the buds begin to 
swell. Aim for a goblet shape (as with gooseberries) cutting leading branches back by 2-
3 inches and side shoots to one bud. Also remove any dead wood. Fruit bushes and canes 
benefit from a feed of sulphate of potash. Water this in and apply a good layer of 
compost. Cut down viticella clematis varieties (those which have vigorous growth and 
blooms from July – September) to about 12 inches, just above a large bud. Dogwood can 
also either be coppiced to 2 inches or cut just above last season’s cuts to encourage good 
colour in the new growth. 

     In the vegetable and fruit garden, tidy up strawberries by removing dead, damaged 
and diseased leaves and remove any remaining runners. Trim back woody herbs such as 
hyssop and sage, and also cut lavender about half an inch to an inch above the green 
growth (never into the brown wood). You could begin sowing early peas and plant onion 
and shallot sets. Plant the onions about 2-4 inches apart and the shallots about 6-8 
inches apart, as they form a clump. Plant so that their tips are just above the soil, but add 
fleece or chicken wire, as the birds tend to pull them up.   

     While preparing the garden for the new season’s growth, remember to top dress 
containers by removing about 2 inches of the old compost and adding new compost 
with slow-release fertiliser. You could also take cuttings of fuchsias and pelargoniums 
ready for summer displays. Keep them in the greenhouse until the temperature is 
suitable for planting tender plants outdoors. Hardy annuals can also be sown in situ e.g. 
nigella, cornflowers and clarkia, but wait until later in April to sow half hardy annuals 
such as African marigolds. 

Margaret Welsh 
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INFO 
LINK 

Contact: The Editor 
Email: editor@swlink.org.uk 

The Post Office van is in the car park by the village shop in Long Compton from 9.30 -11.30 
am Monday and Wednesday, and from 12.30 to 2.00 pm Tuesday and Thursday. 

Shipston ‘tip’ is open - to book  https://www.warwickshire.gov.uk/recyclingshipston 

LOCAL CATHOLIC CHURCH SERVICES 
Chipping Norton, Masses: Contact the parish priest for mass times – 01608 642703  
Stow-on-the-Wold, Our Lady and St Kenelm, 5 Back Walls, Sunday 9.00 a.m. and Our Lady Help of 
Christians, Station Road, Bourton-on-the-Water Saturday Vigil 6.00 p.m. Tel: 01608 674354 
Brailes/Shipston/Kineton Masses: Contact the parish priest for mass times - 01608 685259 
Chipping Campden, St Catharine’s Lower High Street, Sunday masses: – Saturday Vigil 6.00 p.m. 
Sunday 10.30 a.m. Tel: 01386 840261  (All socially distanced.) 

Local Congregational Services and local Quaker Meetings 
If you have any up-to-date details on services/meetings, please email editor@swlink.org.uk  

 

DATES AND FETES* 
Please send us the dates of all your significant social events (i.e. events which will attract more 
than 100 people). We are continuing this listing even though events may be in doubt. Please 
check this list before you plan a new event.  

Sat 07 Aug  Cherington, Stourton and Sutton Show 
Sat 28 Aug Long Compton Congregational Church - Plant & Produce Show 
Mon 30 Aug Whichford and Ascott Flower Show and Fete 

 

* Events could be affected by coronavirus cancellations.

First Hellebore of 2021 by Jenny Wilson 
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PARISH 
PEOPLE 

Parochial Church Councils (PCCs) 
Barcheston St Martin    Barton-on-the-Heath St Lawrence   
Churchwardens  David Hodges 664310  Churchwardens Hamish Cathie 674303 
Secretary  Nick Jackson 01926 640658  Secretary   Gillian Cathie 674303 
Treasurer   David Cleave 666002  Treasurer   Mandy McPherson  674734 
 

Burmington St Barnabas & St Nicholas   Cherington St John the Baptist 
Churchwardens  Sonia Baker 661459   Churchwarden Roger Maycock 686404 

Michael Macdonald 662483  Secretary   Paul Levitch  686353  
Secretary   Graham Lancaster 663265  Treasurer   Rory McLeod 686278 
Treasurer   Sue Bradley 661635    

Long Compton St Peter and St Paul   Whichford St Michael 
Churchwardens Jill Kirby 684923   Churchwardens Mandy James 684479 
Secretary   Zoë Wrigley 650404    Sophia Corlett 
Treasurer   Walter Sawyer 684755 Secretary  Lucy Simpson  
     Treasurer   Andy Chapman 684652 
Wolford St Michael & All Angels 
Churchwarden John Wrench 674389 
Secretary    
Treasurer   Ann McKenna 674009 

Parish Councils  Chair    Clerk 
Barcheston  David Sutton    Ann Batchelor (661527) 
Barton-on-the-Heath James Coker (674601) Julia Gotrel  
Burmington   Robert Hutchings (661496)    
Cherington   Philip Townsend (686529)  Sara Cole (686250) 
Long Compton  Bill Cook (684771)   Elizabeth Gilkes (684336) 
Whichford   Peter O’Kane (684888) Sara Cole (686250) 
                                                                                                                               clerk.whichfordandascott@hotmail.co.uk 
Great Wolford   Lynn Mathias (674247)  Sue Finlay (661157)   
Little Wolford Parish Meeting  Helen Bostock  (chairman@littlewolford.org.uk) 

If you wish to update information on this page, please email the Editor: editor@swlink.org.uk 
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NATURE 
NOTES 

Editor: Tony Partridge 
Tel: 684698 

I am afraid that were Wordsworth to wander lonely as a cloud over the hills in the Lake 
District today, he would not come across a host of golden daffodils, because the 
intensification of our farming system over the last eighty years has sadly resulted in the 
loss of many plants, animals, birds and insects. But here again we must be fair. In 1939, 
farmers were asked to produce as much food as possible to combat the avowed 
intention of the German U-boat fleet to sink many of our food-carrying ships and starve 
us into submission. At the end of the war, we were too broke to buy almost anything 
from abroad (even new Hollywood films!). Soon, a new dimension was added to farming 
- the use of sprays. Here again mistakes were made, but their use was something almost 
totally new and nobody can really be blamed. Now, it seems that things are levelling out, 
and we are looking to restore nature as it once was. So how is this to be achieved? Firstly, 
there is a Bill before Parliament, the Environmental Land Management Scheme, which 
includes provision for the protection of our natural resources. I think though that this 
may be better explained at some time by my worthy colleagues over the page in the 
Farming Notes.  

     So, what else do we have to help nature restore itself? Well, we have Areas of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty protected by the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000. 
We have National Parks, of which I think there are eight. We have large expanses of 
moorland, such as Dartmoor and in Yorkshire and in Scotland (though here, there is 
controversy between grouse shooters and conservationists with regard to the burning 
of heather, which I believe is shortly to be abandoned by law). There are, additionally, 
numerous county wildlife reserves lovingly maintained almost entirely by volunteers. I 
live on the borders of four counties, all of which I know have excellent wildlife reserves 
and two of which I once spent many hours bush bashing, sometimes in a one-hundred-
acre wood and sometimes in the reserve which is a disused railway cutting divided by 
an old railway bridge and where on both sides there are different soil types, giving 
different varieties of flowers on either side of the dividing bridge. And of course, we have 
the National Trust, the RSPB, both with farms and land protected from interference, and 
the Woodland Trust who have vowed to plant a million trees in the next few years. And 
curiously, we have such preservation not only in the countryside but some in the 
industrial Black Country too. These are Geo Parks, defined as areas containing geological 
natural and cultural heritages. There are about eight, I believe, and to my amazement I 
discovered there is one in the Black Country only a mile or two away from where I was 
born and where I played as a boy! 

     But I have omitted one of the most important groups who are aiding in the restoration 
of the countryside: the farmers themselves! Who knows better than where grows that 
patch of wildflowers almost secretly under a hedge? Who knows the different trees and 
plants in the small copse they have on their land, or the birds and animals they see from 
time to time flying over or around his fields? Well for some years now, farmers have been 
able to avail themselves of the Countryside Stewardship Scheme, designed to enable 
them to be able to manage their land advantageously for the protection of wildlife and 
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the environment. The restoration of nature in the countryside is however, going to be a 
long haul. Can it be done? I think given the incentives to do it and the willingness to give 
it time towards it, it will be possible.  

     Next month I would like to talk about another form of countryside restoration – 
wilding or rewilding – where the approach to conservation is rather different from those 
I have just mentioned above. 

     And now for something quite different. Scientists have discovered that the housefly 
has an extra pair of wings beneath the main ones which enable it to fly off more rapidly 
should it be attacked by an enemy. Now, my wife abhors flies, so the sight of one landing 
on a windowpane impels her to grasp hold of a fly swatter and approach the insect with 
the stealth of a hunter. A swift swirl of air and a smack as the swatter descends on the 
window; the swatter is then raised to save what remains of the fly. But there is nothing 
there, it having disappeared and alighted on a nearby wall. Now to leave the dark 
squashed remains of a swatted fly on a newly papered wall would be considered to be 
worse than drawing chalk markings all over the Mona Lisa. So, the fly is left on its own to 
wander at will up and down the wall and finally to make for a secret niche somewhere in 
the house and there to contemplate the next window on which to land. You really can’t 
win sometimes.  

The Long Compton Blackcap 
My thanks go to Mick Dumbleton of Long Compton who got in touch after last month’s 
Nature Notes, when Tony mentioned blackcaps. He has provided us with a photograph 
of this bird, spotted in his garden in January. 

     Mick tells me he is now keeping his eyes open for a redpoll which may or may not be 
in the environs of Long Compton. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Keith Murphy, editor@swlink.org.uk 
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SW7 BENEFICE 
CHURCH NEWS   

Dear Friends, 

Look at the Birds 
No doubt many of you, like me, have struggled far more during this third lockdown, than 
either of the previous two. Part of this, I think, is the time of year – the grey, the cold, the 
gloom. It is much more appealing to stay inside in the warm and watch TV on a winter’s 
evening, than do anything else.  

Inspired by Packham! 

This is exactly what I found myself doing in late January as I settled down with a hot drink 
to enjoy WinterWatch – the BBC wildlife program fronted by Chris Packham, with its 
jaunty theme music, effusive presenters, and hi-tech thermal imaging cameras. But 
afterwards, instead of just switching of the television and going to bed, I felt inspired to 
actually get outside and start observing the wonders of nature again.  

     Ever since I was a small boy, I have been fascinated by wildlife. My father reminded me 
not long ago of an occasion during my childhood when, walking around a lake, we saw 
a man watching something in the water. It turned out to be the rather grotesque sight 
of a snake swallowing a frog. I was so impressed and overawed by this, that apparently I 
turned to this stranger and asked, ‘Are you David Attenborough?’ 

     This passion later led me to join the Young Ornithologists Club – the junior branch of 
the RSPB, and eventually to studying Biological Sciences at University, where (to my 
mother’s horror) I did my research project on the web-building behaviour of Araneus 
diadematus – more commonly known as the European garden spider.  

     But over the years, the business of work and family life seemed to squeeze out time 
for watching birds or spiders. But then came WinterWatch 2021 and my moment of 
inspiration. I did have time to do this in a lockdown, and I was fortunate enough to live 
in the countryside surrounded by wildlife. There were no excuses. So, the next day I dug 
out my old bird books and ordered a pair of discounted binoculars online. 

Avian Beauties 

Since then, I have been enjoying a feast of ornithological delights: looking up from my 
breakfast to see a Great Spotted Woodpecker on a telegraph pole in our garden, 
hammering away looking for insect larvae, witnessing the spectacular sight of half a 
dozen Red Kites circling over a field (a bird that was so endangered and so rare in my 
teenage years that the only place I ever so one was in Mid-Wales) and enjoying the 
cheerful red and yellow colours of a Goldfinch, plucking food from dead seed-heads in 
our vegetable patch.  

     But I think my greatest highlight to date came one February evening at dusk, when, 
after standing freezing my fingers to the bone in the bitterly cold wind, I was finally 
rewarded with a glimpse of our local barn owl, silently gliding into its roost: white, ghost-
like, hauntingly beautiful. As Chris Packham says, nature really does have the power to 
bring healing to our souls.  
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Ornithology and Theology  

But birdwatching isn’t just therapeutic, or an interesting pastime; it is actually something 
that Jesus Christ commands us to do it. Yes, really! In the famous Sermon on the Mount, 
Jesus says these words to his followers: ‘Look at the birds of the air; they do not sow or 
reap or store away in barns, and yet your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not much 
more valuable than they?’ (Matthew 6:26).  

     What is Jesus saying here? It comes in the context of not worrying about our lives, and 
the material necessities we need such as food and clothing. Anxiety is certainly 
something which has been on the rise through this recent lockdown, so Jesus’ words 
here are poignant.  

     He is reminding us that the real God orders and runs his world in such a way as to 
provide for the birds of the air – whether that is by a blackbird eating ivy berries, or a 
sparrow visiting a birdfeeder. Yet, as human beings made in God’s image and adopted 
as his children through faith in Jesus, we are much more valuable than birds. We can be 
confident of our Heavenly Father’s care for us; we can trust him to provide for us – even 
in the details of our lives, even when we cannot see how that is going to happen. If for 
no other reason, that alone makes it worth looking at the birds.  

Stuart Allen (Rector)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Ladies Coffee Mornings in March on Zoom 
Tuesday 11.00 am – 12.00 noon 

 
‘Hearing God in Difficult Times’ 

Hosted by Clare, Liz, June and Deborah 
  

Tuesday 9 March:  Hearing God through nature, God’s creation 
Tuesday 16 March:  Hearing God through Jesus 

Tuesday 23 March:  Hearing God through the Scriptures 
Tuesday 30 March:  Hearing God at the Cross 

  
You are very welcome to attend all or some of these mornings which will begin with relaxing 
over coffee and chat!  The hour also gives us the opportunity to encourage each other in the 
different ways God is speaking to us in these difficult times.  On each Tuesday, one of us will 

lead on the particular theme of the morning and conclude with a closing prayer. 
 

If you would like to join us, do get in touch with Liz Maycock – telephone  686404 
or email lizzymaycock@gmail.com 
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SCHOOL  
NOTES 

Editor: Harry Dodds 
Email: longcompton@swlink.org.uk 

Brailes C of E Primary School 
Academy Conversion to Join the Stour Federation Multi Academy Trust 

When a school becomes part of a multi academy trust, it is no longer alone. It becomes 
part of a wider family in which the trust takes collective responsibility for the school and 
supports it through all the challenges and opportunities along the road. The pandemic 
has brought to light the need for a shared vision on a scale we have not seen before. As 
a partnership, we have pulled together to support the mental health and wellbeing of 
staff, pupils and families. As a result, we are even closer and stronger. Our three schools 
have mounted a speedy response to this extraordinary challenge because our structures 
are solid, our practices are sound, and our ethos and culture is one of collaboration for 
excellence. This strong model will see us through the challenging year ahead and 
beyond in building back better. 

     Having worked in partnership since September 2015 with Acorns Primary School and 
Shipston Primary School, the governing body of Brailes C of E Primary School agreed 
before Christmas to submit an application to convert to academy status, in order to join 
The Stour Federation Multi Academy Trust. The Stour Federation Board of Trustees have 
agreed to Brailes joining the Trust and Coventry Diocese have granted permission also. 
We are working towards a conversion before the end of the 2020-21 academic year. 

     The next part of the process is consulting with staff, parents and the wider community. 
Brailes School is not obligated to become an academy until the contract between the 
multi academy trust and the Department for Education (known as the Funding 
Agreement) is signed. The academy trust will not sign the Funding Agreement until key 
stakeholders have had the opportunity to comment on the proposals. 

     Detailed information relating to the proposed academy conversion can be found on 
each school’s website: 

     Acorns - https://www.acornsprimary.co.uk/stream/newsletters/full/1/-//  

     Brailes - https://www.brailescofeprimary.org.uk/consultation-brailes-c-of-e-primary-
school-academy-conversion-to-join-the-stour-federation/  

     Due to the pandemic, the consultation period will be virtual for comments and 
questions via this link - https://forms.gle/5wmvyzWAsKvSiLu98. Staff consultation has 
been arranged safely in each school. 

     Any comments or representations which are made about the proposals will be 
considered by the Brailes governing body and the Stour Federation Board of Trustees 
before a final decision is made. The consultation period will last until Friday 19 March. 

Remote Learning 

Children across the country are dealing with the enormous upheaval in their personal 
lives. Comparisons can be easily drawn with the disruption World War Two brought to 
education. City school closures and evacuated children, not to mention the mental 
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health challenges, meant many missed out on school completely. In response, the 
education system was rapidly reformed, with the House of Commons passing the 
Education Act in 1944, aimed to remove inequalities and provided free secondary 
education for all. There will certainly be educational reform following the pandemic, with 
gimmicky proposals such as changing the length of school day, moving term dates and 
starting summer schools all being suggested in the press recently, although personally I 
believe the focus should be on the quality of a broad education, not quantity. The last 
thing we want to do is grind out more hours of learning from tired children with the 
likelihood of diminishing returns. 

     Remote learning is not a new phenomenon and it’s certainly not just learning online. 
In the 1940s, polio outbreak children were given lessons over the radio. Indeed, the BBC 
School Radio was launched in 1952, a pioneer of education for children through radio 
broadcasting. I remember being at primary school and needing to be in the hall at a 
specific time for music and movement lessons on the radio! 

     Our blended learning approach is working very effectively and the feedback from 
parents has been overwhelmingly positive with many, many wonderful comments that 
our teachers will cherish. All staff are in school with over 25% of pupils. Teachers and 
teaching assistants continue to teach children in school whilst simultaneously 
supporting children learning from home on the Seesaw platform by pre-recording video 
tutorial lessons to use with paper-based learning packs and arts & crafts materials sent 
out to families. We also regularly offer Google Meet video conferences for maintaining 
social connections and providing feedback on their learning. Assemblies from local 
clergy and senior leaders are virtual, along with fitness videos made by our PE coaches 
for children to join in with at home. 

     In 1905, when tuberculosis plagued the United States, and Americans lived in deadly 
fear of the disease, expert S. Adolphus Knopfa addressed the American Academy of 
Medicine, noting that windows in American classrooms only opened halfway, and 
should be immediately replaced with French-style windows to ‘permit twice the amount 
of foul air to go out, and of good air to come in.’ He stated that every school must have 
a large playground and classroom ventilation, schoolrooms were to be washed daily, 
and the curriculum was to include as much outdoor instruction as possible.  

     In 2020 and 2021 the importance of ventilation is still just as relevant. School is chilly 
with windows open in order to keep air flowing, amid growing concerns about airborne 
transmission of Covid-19. Our systems of control continue to include regular hand 
washing, social distancing and utilising our outdoor spaces where possible, including 
playing in the snow! 

     Our schools are so grateful to our local charities and local communities for making 
donations towards additional Chromebooks for our children. The Forge Garage in Brailes 
has raised over £2,000 for purchasing 10 devices to support remote learning. With the 
number of mobile devices now available to schools, and the proficiency to which our 
teachers, children and parents have worked in such innovative and creative ways, I’m 
sure there will be a push to embed digital tools and approaches more firmly in our school 
systems and practices. I would welcome this move as our philosophy has always been 
about leveraging digital effectively. 

Christian Hilton – Executive Headteacher 
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VILLAGE  
NEWS 

BARTON-ON-THE-HEATH 

Editor: John Castle 
Email: barton@swlink.org.uk        

The village and its water supply 

One of the prime long-term reasons for the settlement of Barton-on-the Heath being 
both founded and then surviving to be much the same layout and size as it was in the 
11th Century (1086 - 10 households), is due to a unique aquifer formation under the 
village which gives a water bearing course of sand just a few metres below the surface 
wherever you dig. All the houses in the village were able to have a well close to the house 
and for a row of ‘hovels’ (one room roofed buildings, often with a curtain down the 
middle, for two families) which were sited on the left, at the top end of the road to Little 
Compton, the village provided a pump (pictured) which the village still looks after. It 
does not pump water and in early February, before the snow, it was surrounded by 
cyclamen. Thank goodness nature is not subject to lockdown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parish Council extraordinary meeting - 26 January 

Each year, all villages in the Stratford on Avon District are required to forward their 
precept requirement for the coming financial year to Stratford. The meeting on 26 
January was to set the village precept requirement for 2021/22. The meeting was held 

Cyclamen and the village water pump - February 2021 
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using Zoom with the full Council, 3 members of the public and the treasurer in 
attendance. The treasurer reported that the forecast balance of funds available to the 
council by the end of this financial year would be £1,799. A forecast of income less 
expenses without the precept in 2021/22 could reduce this balance to £777. After a 
discussion and some comments from the public the Council directed that £500 should 
be moved to the Village Assets Maintenance Reserve, and in view of the uncertainty over 
rates for the coming year due to the cost of Covid-19 measures, the precept should 
remain at £1000. This requirement will be forwarded to SDC. 

The Kitebrook Road Saga (continued) 

The LINK clearly reaches officials where letters 
cannot penetrate? After last month’s picture 
and report of the dangerous shingle bank on 
the Kitebrook Road, a 200-metre run of traffic 
cones suddenly appeared up the hill marking 
the deep and very dangerous rut caused by 
storm water running down the road which 
causes the bank of gravel to form. Now it 
remains to be seen if, and when, the road will 
be repaired. 

  

 January Book Group 

We met on Sunday 31 January by Zoom to talk about Where the Crawdads Sing  by Delia 
Owens.  

     This is a first novel from a writer of non-fiction about wildlife and ecology. It is set 
among the marshlands of North Carolina. The heroine, Kya, is left to fend for herself as a 
very young girl. She survives by selling the crayfish (or crawdads) which are plentiful in 
the shallow waters around her hut in the marshes. Added into the story is a murder and 
a coming-of-age narrative. The writing was thought to be wonderful and most of the 
group had very much enjoyed it. The story is apparently now being made into a film. 

     Next time we will still have to use Zoom to talk about Stamboul Train by Graham 
Greene. This will be on Sunday 28 February at 5.30 pm.  

Gillian Cathie 
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VILLAGE  
NEWS 

BURMINGTON 
Editor: Graham French 
Email: burmington@swlink.org.uk           

Aluminum Drink Cans and Foil 
Please recycle for Katharine House Hospice. You may have noticed a black bin outside 
the village hall. To help raise funds for Katharine House Hospice, could you please put 
any aluminum drink cans, foil trays, kitchen foil etc. in the bin? 

     Thank you. 
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Thomas Banbury: What it’s like being a contestant on University 
Challenge 
This year’s series of University Challenge is probably looking a little different than 
previous years for viewers at home. Although the first few episodes broadcast last 
summer were filmed prior to the Covid-19 pandemic and lockdown, the bulk of the 
series was filmed with strict social distancing measures in place. 

     The producers of the show at ITV (who make the show, which is then broadcast on 
BBC2) went to great lengths to make sure we could put out the series, and it really hasn’t 
been that disruptive. You’ll notice that we’re all separated by Perspex screens which are 
disinfected before and after each filming session to make up for the difficulties in 
ensuring a safe distance at the desks, which are smaller than they look on screen! We 
were all equipped with small earpieces which allowed us to hear the rest of the team, as 
well as Jeremy Paxman’s questions. The production team worked very hard with 
staggered arrival times and managing transport. The impact on our experience was 
really quite minimal. 

     Of course, our interaction with Jeremy and Roger Tilling, the announcer, were limited 
during the lockdown filming, but they’re both very good-humoured and brought a 
sense of normality to the filming. Jeremy’s not at all as gruff as he might seem on camera. 
He makes the warm-up rounds (done to check lighting and sound levels) a good laugh. 
Getting settled in the studio is probably the most stressful part of the experience, as once 
we get going with the match we can all just focus on quizzing. The thought of being in 
front of the camera (a first for all of us in the Durham team) was far more nerve-wracking 
than the questions themselves, as we’re all pretty experienced quizzers.  

     By the time we got to the filming, we’d been doing pub quizzes and practice matches 
as a team for a few months already. The selection process for the team at Durham started 
in November 2019 and involved us taking part in a qualifying pub quiz organized by 
Durham’s seventeen colleges. The top four or five scorers in these colleges’ quizzes then 
made up that college’s team, who all played each other in a sort of mini-University 
Challenge contest. While these matches were going on, the quiz scorers kept track of 
both the team score and the individual buzzes of the players. The top four individual 
scorers of this contest ended up being me, Harry Regan, Tom Wilkening, and our captain 
Holly Parkinson. Although this was based on individual scores, by pure coincidence, 
three of us (me, Holly, and Tom) are all from Van Mildert 
College. Harry, from St. John’s College, didn’t take much 
persuading to let us use our college’s informal emblem of 
a duck as our UC team mascot. Affectionately known as 
‘Jeremy Quacksman’, our duck can be seen sitting on a 
university scarf in the centre of the desk.  

     It has been a great experience taking part, even through 
lockdown.  I hope you’ve been enjoying it at home. Our 
previous three episodes are available on BBC iPlayer. 

     Look out for our next matches in the coming weeks.  

Thomas Banbury (pictured) 

[Village Ed - I’m sure all of us in Burmington will be watching, Thomas, and cheering 
Durham on. Good luck!]  
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VASA Community Transport Service 
If you are heading to a hospital and don’t fancy driving yourself, or don’t have your own 
transport and/or are concerned about using public transport at this time then consider 
using VASA ( Voluntary Action Stratford Area).  It may be suitable for someone you know 
even if not for you.  At present the service is only available for hospital, doctor and other 
health care purposes including vaccinations, but this will hopefully change as more 
facilities open again. 

     For the past 41 years this charitable organisation has been operating a service for 
people in the local area, offering transport to medical appointments, groups and lunch 
clubs as well as to friends and family. VASA was established in 1979 and covers the 
Stratford, Warwick and Rugby districts. It is based on volunteer drivers who give their 
time, and the use of their vehicles, to pick up passengers and deliver them as required.  
Sometimes this will take people outside of the area, particularly for hospital 
appointments.  The drivers are all enhanced DBS checked and, in the current pandemic, 
have been instructed in cleaning and sterilising the key areas of their vehicles between 
clients. Transport to vaccination centres is a key role at present as you can imagine. At 
the moment this has to be single passengers, or those in ‘bubbles’ to observe distancing.   

     One volunteer has been driving for them since they started over 40 years ago, whilst 
others are newer recruits, such as Dick Faithfull from Burmington. Dick was aware of the 
organisation since his mother used them for transport when she lived in Lutterworth 
near Rugby. He said ‘I wanted to be able to do something to help as I’m not good at 
sitting around, and I like meeting people.  This seemed to give me the chance to do both’.  
The area of the SW7 Benefice is at the southern extremity of the areas covered, but there 
are several registered drivers from Shipston and also the surrounding villages and so 
your driver is likely to be local.   

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

     People who wish to use the service should telephone the central office (01789 
262889) and provide details of their requirements. These are then recorded and 
volunteers in the locality of the client are contacted to see if they are able to help with 
the journey.  There is a small administration charge, and a mileage payment, which will 
be confirmed to the client and, importantly, a wait of up to 2 hours is included as part of 
the service. This usually means the same driver will be bringing you home again. Dick 
and his colleagues look forward to meeting more of you in the months to come!! 

Contributed by Dick Faithfull 

Dick Faithfull from Burmington preparing his car for his next VASA passenger. 
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Mental Health and Covid – an Occupational Therapist’s View 
I have been an Occupational Therapist in Mental Health for 28 years, the last 20 of which 
I have spent working at The Elms Centre in Banbury.  

     No one would have predicted how Mental Health services would have to change as 
the pandemic struck last year. Initially, it was small changes, such as getting used to 
assessing people over the telephone rather than face-to-face and then trying to master 
video consultations, but as the year progressed, the changes amplified - the national 
guidelines evolved daily; services that had always supported people with mental health 
issues suddenly closed down altogether. And the ongoing problem of shortage of staff. 

     The pandemic is having a colossal effect on everyone. We humans are creatures of 
habit, who thrive on structured activities and social contact. More than two thirds of the 
country report worrying about the effect Covid-19 is having on their lives; bereavement, 
isolation, loss of income and fear are all triggering mental health conditions or 
exacerbating existing ones.   

     However, on a more positive note, some things have evolved in a manner none of us 
would have imagined.  People have continued their exercise regimes, hobbies or doctor 
appointments online, the camaraderie of neighbours and colleagues has been 
incredible and what would we have done over this pandemic without Zoom!  

     Looking after your mental wellbeing right now is crucial and here are very some 
simple tips: 

• Lack of routine can leave people feeling lost as routines give us structure to our 
day, give us a sense of accomplishment and let us know how we are doing. Keep 
a simple routine of getting up at a certain time of day, keeping meals regular, 
adding nourishing activities into your day, as well as making time for activities 
that we have to complete. 

• Connect with people. Make time to go for a walk with a friend, schedule regular 
telephone calls, catch up with family on social media or have a quick chat over 
the garden fence with a neighbour. 

• Talk about your worries. It is completely normal to feel scared, worried, or 
helpless about the current situation.  

• Look after your physical wellbeing; our physical health has a huge impact on 
our mental health. It could be quite easy to fall into unhealthy patterns that 
makes us feel worse. Get out for a walk or find out what online classes you can 
access. 

• Stick to the facts. Find a credible source of information if you need to know what 
is happening in the news.  

• Do more things you enjoy; focusing on hobbies or connecting with others can 
distract us from our worries. 

     Services you can access if you need support; 

• Mind.org.uk  03001233393 
• Youngminds.org.uk  08088025544 
• Samaritans 116123 
• Contact your GP or 111 out of hours 

Rachel Tame 
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VILLAGE  
NEWS 

CHERINGTON WITH STOURTON 
Editor: Alan Holmes 
Email: cherington@swlink.org.uk          Tel: 686682 

Jean Christine Davenport (December 1942 – December 2020) 

Jean and John met and married in Stratford. They were married for 23 years and have 
lived in Cherington for the past 20 years. 

     This poem was written by Jean for John’s birthday. It was read by Reverend Ben 
Dyson at her funeral in Cherington church on Thursday 4 February 2021. 

It’s not what your day should be 
Like a bird you would like to fly free. 
Spread your wings for a new adventure. 
Plenty of fun, love and peace. 
If I could hold your hand and change for the better 
We would never want the day to cease. 

Village Editor 

Village Lottery 

 Winners in the draw for the March Lottery were: 

1st  Diane Paton          £80 
2nd  Eric Clubley           £45 
3rd  Sue Levitch           £30 

Congratulations to our winners and thank you for your continued support. For more 
information on joining please contact Steve Allkins. 

Steve Allkins 
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Litter Survey – Results Analysis 
As the Editor pointed out in the February LINK, the 10-yearly National Census will take 
place on Sunday 21 March, so save the date. And when was the last time someone 
asked you to do that?  

     I only mention it because a couple of us from Stourton recently carried out a survey 
which reveals some local behaviours that might escape the broad sweep of the 
National Census. First the headline findings: 

1. There are more lager drinkers than beer drinkers, and lager drinkers have a 
better throwing arm. 

2. There are very few cider drinkers. 
3. People are not getting their 5-a-day. 
4. Salt intake is at dangerous levels. 
5. Coke drinkers like to demonstrate their hand strength. 
6. There is waste; to be fair this was based on two Lucozade bottles with orange 

contents, so it may not have been a waste, it might just be waste. 

     The findings are contained in the 7 bin bags filled 
between 10.30 am and 12.30 pm on Saturday 23 January. 
In more detail: 

• Carling is definitely the can-thrower’s choice, 
though Red Stripe  is a close second.  

• The farthest we found was 4m from the road – 
respect. Of course, it depends on the contents 
(see 6 above).  

• Crisps and other salty snacks carry a surprising 
distance which we think must be down to wind-
assistance. 

• Beer cans, as opposed to lager, were left 
conveniently by the road-side - thank you guys; 
and yes, we’re making an assumption here. It 
needs further research. 

• Zero evidence of fruit consumption – Public 
Health England need to get on top of this. 

     So, what does it all mean? First, we know (we hope) that this doesn’t represent the 
behaviour of locals. Second, like all research, our main conclusion is that it needs more 
research. The Coke thing is curious - why a propensity to crush before chucking? We 
also found a tyre and a sofa back, but we think this is too little evidence on which to 
base any findings. And finally, we learned the hard way, and for reasons best left 
unexplained, that grabbers/pickers are an essential research tool. 

     We plan further litter research. COVID-19 rules and social distancing make it tricky to 
organise, so why not have a go yourselves? With so much that’s proscribed, this is 
something we can do, and with high vis, grabbers and care, it can be done safely. 

Eric Clubley 

[Ed – Other drink brands besides those mentioned are available.] 
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LONG COMPTON 
Editor: Harry Dodds 
Email: longcompton@swlink.org.uk          Tel: 684606 

Long Compton Village Hall 
There was a point last year when an email went round the committee 
members suggesting we deadhead the daffodils on the roadside as we 
went on our daily walk. As this year’s daffodils start to appear, it is a 
reminder of the passing of time and the duration the village hall has not 
been able to be open as normal. Rest assured we will open as soon as it 
is feasibly possible and in the meantime are doing what we can to keep the building 
running and ready for reopening at a moment’s notice.  

     If you’ve been spending lockdown wondering how you can contribute to your 
community and looking for something to do with your time, we currently have vacancies 
on our committee. Perhaps you could spare a couple of hours each month to help with 
the running of the hall, carrying out maintenance and regular Health & Safety checks or 
helping with marketing, secretarial or IT tasks. We welcome anyone, no previous 
experience required, just enthusiasm, ideas and energy. Do get in touch.  

Mo Read on 684130, 07814802814 or lcvillagehall@yahoo.co.uk 

Mary Slowther – Happy Birthday 

 

Mary recently celebrated her 99th birthday with this 
cake complete with glowing candles. Mary has lived 
most of her life in Long Compton and was born in 
the village. She was married to Jack. Happy Birthday 
to Mary. I’m informed she’s the oldest lady in Long 
Compton. Congratulations! 

Keith Murphy, editor@swlink.org.uk 

 

 

 

 

Friends of Long Compton Church 
Our information and contact points:  

e: friendslcchurch@gmail.com  f: @friendsoflongcomptonchurch   
                           www.friendsofloncomptonchurch.com 
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Compton District History Society 
Maybe there are some positive things to say. Many of us have had a jab, but we are still 
not out of the woods and there are no clear signs of relaxation of the present restrictions. 
We are now hoping that normality will be resumed by the autumn. 

     So, the current plan, until we hear anything more certain, is that we intend to resume 
activities in September with an AGM and will be making provisional bookings for 
speakers from that date. Let us all keep our fingers crossed. Updates will be posted in 
The LINK as the situation changes. 

Diana Cook 684771 

Congregational Church - Ebenezer Chapel  

Chapel members have been very touched by the generous donations and support 
received recently – everything from kitchen cupboards, tiles, equipment and 
decorations to help with gardening and maintenance.  

     A spring 2021 Chapel newsletter is in publication.  Here’s a taster… 

Refurbishments in Progress  

2020 was the Chapel’s Bicentenary but as celebrations have had to be delayed, members 
have decided to mark the event with a project to make it fit for the next century of 
operation as a faith and community hub for the village, and so are applying for grants 
to:  

• Replace the Arden Room roof.  
• Build a replacement toilet block 

with disabled access.  
• Install a new heating system. 
• General refurbishment. 

     Having sufficient car parking is 
obviously important not only for the 
Chapel, but also Acorns School, with 
whom we collaborate, to help ease 
parking issues for parents and alleviate the 
pressure on adjoining roads which are a 
real concern for the community. 

     In return for hosting the Acorns School builders Portakabin, initial work to create 
parking was commenced, but we now need to undertake further work to incorporate all 
available space, including rebuilding and repairing the front stone wall to improve 
visibility and access. 

     The wall is approximately 33 m2 and there is the 400 m2 of the car park. We need 
approximately £9,000 for this and by sponsoring sections of wall or car park at £15 each 
you can help us raise this amount, although any donation will be gratefully received. 

     Covid-19 permitting, we are planning a Plant & Produce Show on Saturday 28 August. 

  Contact: Sally Franklin, 01608 684739 / 07870545431 or Elizabeth Gilkes: 07791 621778 

longcomptonebenezerchapel@outlook.com  

Kitchen refit in progress 
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Long Compton Neighbourhood Watch 

Our local co-ordinator is Jordan Boswell, who would very much welcome 
reports of suspicious behaviour. Do let him know about anything that 
seems to you to be out of the ordinary. Your information might just be 
the little piece of the jigsaw that helps solve a problem. All calls and 
emails are completely confidential – your name will not be made public. 
Contact Jordan on 07795 008998, or at jordanlboswell@hotmail.com  

 
  

Daffodils and Narcissi by Jenny Wilson 
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Compton Creatives 
To find out more about joining this sociable group please contact jhburras@yahoo.co.uk 
or caroline.nixon@btinternet.com 

100 Club 

Thank you to all who have joined the village hall 100 club this year, and special thanks 
to the collectors. The village hall is an excellent facility for the village, but costs about 
£10,000 a year to run. This sum includes insurance, services, maintenance and 
cleaning. Income from hirers and the 100 Club contribution usually balances this 
expenditure. However, income from hirers was greatly reduced last year and 2021 
income might be even less, although some expenditure will also be reduced. Hence the 
importance of the 100 Club.  

     Sadly, the first Draw this year, the February Draw, will take place after The LINK has 
gone to press, but individual winners will be notified on the day, and the names will be 
in next month’s edition. In the meantime, if there are any queries or last-minute 
subscribers, please contact me. 

Chris Galloway 684234 

Bridge Club 

Sadly, we cannot restart the Bridge Club until the socially distancing rules are relaxed. 
We will contact all members and announce the restart in The LINK as soon as we can. In 
the meantime, if you haven't already tried it, we suggest online bridge with either BBO, 
Funbridge or 247Bridge. The bidding is difficult, so ‘go with the flow’, but playing the 
hand can be good practice. 

Chris Galloway 684234 
Village Organisations 

Long Compton and District Garden Club - Contact Anthony Wells 684337 or Lesley Roberts 684545 
Compton and District History Society - Contact Diana Cook 684771 
Comptonians - Contact Margaret Welsh 684238 
Village Hall - Mo Read on 684130, 07814802814 or lcvillagehall@yahoo.co.uk 
Compton Creatives - caroline.nixon@btinternet.com or jhburras@yahoo.co.uk 
Long Compton & District Walkers - Jan Treadaway 684553 
Long Compton Short Mat Bowls - Club Contact Adrian on 684024  
Long Compton Bridge Club - Chris Galloway 684234 
Friends of Long Compton Church, our information and contact points: 

e: friendslcchurch@gmail.com   f: @friendsoflongcomptonchurch  or  
www.friendsofloncomptonchurch.com 
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WHICHFORD AND ASCOTT 

Editor: Melanie Arnold 
Email: whichford@swlink.org.uk           

The Reading Room Draw 

Congratulations to Amy France who was the winner of the February Reading Room 
draw. 

Jenny Scrivener 

Whichford and Ascott Parish Council 

At our Parish Council meeting in January, we discussed issues raised in relation to light 
pollution at night.  We agreed to explore and liaise with others regarding how they have 
approached achieving Dark Skies. 

Christabel Shawcross, Councillor, Whichford and Ascott Parish Council 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dark Sky Discovery Sites 

I was delighted to see that this subject had been brought up at the Parish Council 
meeting.  We are very lucky to have such little light pollution in Whichford and Ascott, 
and to be so close to designated Dark Sky Discovery Sites in both Long Compton and at 
the Rollright Stones. The upside of the very cold spell in February was the many clear 
skies at night, and five minutes outside to look at the stars was a valuable lift to the spirits 
in a difficult month.  I would have spent longer but it was simply too cold. 

     The Council for the Protection of Rural England’s annual Star Count took place in 
February and it will be interesting to see the results. Dark nights are important not just 
for wildlife but for our own, human health. If anyone would be interested to look at what 
we might be able to do to make our villages even more starry and spectacular, do get in 
touch. 

Melanie Arnold 
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Our cover photograph taken by Whichford reader Caroline Gibbs. The location is Sutton-under-Brailes. 
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THE WOLFORDS 
Editor, Little Wolford  Email: littlewolford@swlink.org.uk    
Editor, Great Wolford: Lynn Mathias 
Email: greatwolford@swlink.org.uk     Tel: 674247 

First Class Fish and Chips – Takeaway Offer 

Following the success of our previous fish & chips takeaways and due to popular 
demand, we have decided to run it again. We were delighted by the number of orders 
we received, and it all worked well so we’re very pleased to be able to offer delicious 
traditional takeaway fish and chips served straight from the van in the centre of Great 
Wolford. 

     On Saturday 6 March, you’re invited to come and collect your pre-ordered fish and 
chips in a specified time-slot direct from the van we’ve always used at the hall.  Regulars 
have said it’s the best fish and chips around. The van will be parked by St. Michaels 
Church in Great Wolford from 6.00 pm. 

     The cut-off date for ordering is Wednesday 3 March so please email Ann McKenna (see 
details below) with the number of meals you would like. 

     To keep the delivery on the night quick and efficient, we’re asking for payment to be 
made in advance when we confirm your order. And of course, you don’t need to be a 
Wolford resident to join in – if you can come and collect, then you’re very welcome to 
place an order. 

     £10 per serving.  

     To order please contact: Ann McKenna, annmckenna3@sky.com or 01608 674009 

     You could be a lucky winner on the night as well. Wonderful prizes to be won in our 
raffle. Tickets are on sale when you order your meal at the usual rate of £1 a strip (5 
tickets) or £5 for 6 strips. 

     All in aid of Wolford church upkeep. Please help us to maintain the church and 
churchyard at the centre of our village.   

 

The Wolfords Village Hall One Hundred Club  

The February winners were as follows: 

 1st prize – Sue Elliot 
 2nd prize – Hayden Jones 
 3rd prize – James van Helden 

     Many congratulations to the above. Please let me know if you would like to have more 
shares as the club is still short of 100 shares. All proceeds go to help with the upkeep of 
the village hall. 

 James van Helden  
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Guy Willoughby Ward 
Guy Willoughby Ward was born on 26 July 1924 in Birmingham.  He died at home as he 
would have wanted, aged 96, which by coincidence was13 
years to the day after his wife Diana died.   

     He was the youngest of three children, having a brother 
Roger and a sister Ilma. He spent his early life in Birmingham 
growing up with his siblings who were seriously into horses. 
This was far from Guy’s favourite pastime who eventually 
managed to solve the problem by getting a collapsed lung 
from being thrown off a horse. That, much to his relief, put 
an end to horse riding. He always maintained that horses are 
uncomfortable in the middle, bite at one end and kick at the 
other. 

     Guy was educated at Summerfields prep school and then 
went on to Charterhouse.  Whilst he was a very bright boy, 
he has always said that he did not enjoy school, especially 
the mainstream sports that went with it. Whilst at 
Charterhouse his aim was to get a two-day cricket match 
over in one day so that on the second day he could nip down 
to Frensham Pond to go sailing. There was the added 
attraction that on the other side of the pond there was an ice 
cream van. A quick beat to windward, check that no one was 
looking, and it was time to buy the illicit ice cream. This set 
him up for life as, ever since, sailing and ice creams were never to be missed. 

     Sailing gave him great pleasure and he shared boats initially with Douglas Parker, a 
retired admiral and then his brother-in-law Nevil Wilson. He was very good on the 
technical and mechanical side and made sure that the boats were maintained and 
polished to the very highest standards. Every year he and Diana, accompanied by James 
Harkness, another retired admiral, would go off to the Channel Islands and the North 
Brittany coast for two weeks or so and have fun visiting the many harbours and tasting 
the local cuisine.   

     He loved driving and drove in many alpine rallies. By and large he found other drivers 
on the road a nuisance as they invariably got in the way. He would refer to them as 
‘blithering idiots’. 

     Skiing was another great passion. He and Diana would go on their annual pilgrimage 
to Kitzbuhel where they met up with a group of friends from all over the world who 
formed part of their ski class. He would regale them with great stories of adventures 
which inevitably involved some form of drama involving a muck heap, a barbed wire 
fence or other inconvenient obstruction. Whatever the circumstances, there was always 
time for that all important cigarette stop. Guy managed to keep skiing until after he was 
80. What an achievement!   

     After school, Guy was drafted into the Navy where he qualified as an electrical 
engineer. On leaving the Navy, Guy became a management consultant which involved 
spending a lot of time in Glasgow and Manchester. It was at about this time that he met 
Diana. Fate is a wonderful thing as they had both been dragged by their mothers to a 
wedding that neither wanted to go to. A short while later in 1953, they were married. A 
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lesson to us all, I will say it very quietly - Mum knows best!  Guy generously gave up a 
promising management consulting career because he felt that being away from home 
so much was not a good formula for family life. 

     He and his brother Roger later became partners in Monmouth Engineering in the Vale 
of Evesham. This business manufactured high quality products such as snow ploughs, 
oil tanks, sludge carriers and a whole raft of other metal fabrications. 

     In October 1957, Guy and Diana bought Little Wolford Manor, where they brought up 
their three daughters, Deirdre, Gilly and Jane.   

     Guy was heavily involved in politics.  He was both a District and County Councillor and 
served on numerous committees. He was also chairman of the local Conservative 
Association, and he and Diana (who was the treasurer), were regular attendees at the 
Conservative Party conferences. At election time, he would drive the candidate around 
the constituency at all hours of the day drumming up support. For all these services he 
received a well-deserved OBE, which he collected with great pride at Buckingham 
Palace. 

     When the family moved to Little Wolford Manor, Guy was told that he was expected 
to be treasurer of the PCC. He was elected to the PCC in March 1961 and served on it 
until 2011 – fifty years’ service!  He also took on the role of church warden. Clearly a pillar 
of the church!  

     For relaxation he loved slapstick comedy, none more so that Norman Wisdom films or 
Tom and Jerry cartoons.  Dr. Who on Saturday evenings on the television was not to be 
missed.  He used to love taking his children and grandchildren to the pantomime where 
he would be fully engaged. 

     My lasting memories of Guy are that he was always the ultimate gentleman, always 
welcoming, most generous and courteous. If there was something to be done, he would 
always volunteer to help whether it be the drying up or a building project that you might 
be engaged with.  

     He enjoyed his cigarettes, untipped of course, and the gin and martini bottles did not 
last very long in his house. The doctors will not agree with me, but I bet the combination 
helped to keep him going for so long. I wonder what the party was like when he got to 
heaven? 

     Whether he was your Father, Grandpa, father-in-law, a relative, or simply a friend, he 
will be sorely missed by us all.  I know lots of you have said it, but it a really the end of an 
era. God bless you Guy. 

Extracts from the tribute written by Christopher L W P Waud 

The Wolfords WI 

You cannot go wrong when the subject of your meeting is ‘Chocolate Making at Home’. 
Our hostess was Margaret McCaskie, a home crafter from New Malden who makes 
chocolates as gifts for friends. As she said, quoting Dickens, ‘there is nothing better than 
a friend, except a friend with chocolates’. We started with stem gingers dipped in 
chocolate and then moved onto making florentines. The downside to Zoom is 
unfortunately no samples to taste, so we just had to stare longingly.  
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     There was a lot of interest in her gin and lemon truffles - white chocolate, melted 
butter, gin, double cream, and lemon zest. We look forward to getting the recipes so we 
can try these out. One tip she gave us was to use non-stick baking parchment. We then 
moved on to strawberries double dipped in white and dark chocolate and decorated to 
look like tuxedos. There were ideas for Valentine’s day and Easter, with lots of edible 
sparkling sprinkles all packaged beautifully. She was so enthusiastic and happy to share 
tips that we were all inspired to have a go. 

     If you would like to join us for our next Zoom meeting which is a fun and informal time 
with spring at its heart, including a spring quiz. Please contact Sarah Franklin 674380, 
President Sue Elliot 674295, or Secretary Roz Warriner 684223 for the Zoom link. 

Fish & Chips - 3rd Takeaway Success    

Well, you completely amazed us in our third venture in an effort to raise much needed 
funds to maintain the church and churchyard in Great Wolford.  We were staggered with 
the 126 orders we received in December, but we topped that to do 146 orders in January.  
Absolutely incredible. Thank you so much to everyone who supported us. 

     A big thank you to Mark, our Fish & Chip man and his son, who again coped 
marvellously with the orders and served them all within 90 minutes. So many people 
have emailed to say how much they enjoyed their takeaway. I also want to say a huge 
thank you to all those who donated raffle prizes, without whom we could not have such 
a successful raffle. 

     The whole evening raised an incredible £750; a fantastic success. A number of people 
have asked when the next one is, which is 6 March - there’s still time to order - see the 
separate notice in this section.  Finally, thank you to my glamourous assistant Natalie 
(although she says how can you be glamourous when you have to don your thermals!)   
who made sure everyone had the correct orders on time.   

Ann McKenna 

Great Wolford History as told by the Parish Council Minutes 
During this lockdown period, I have taken the opportunity to delve into the Parish 
Council minutes books before they are deposited with the archive office in Warwick.   

     The first book starts in December 1884 and at this time, it was a Parish Meeting rather 
than a Parish Council. At this first meeting it was discussed whether a Parish Council 
should be formed, this idea was rejected, and a Parish Council was not formed till much 
later. The main business of the Parish Meeting for many years was to appoint overseers 
for the poor of the parish. There was a local charity, the Ingram Charity, which was 
amalgamated with the Badger Charity from Shipston in 1929. The overseers were also 
then appointed as Trustees of the charity. The amalgamated charity was still going when 
we first came into the village and was sufficient to provide a bag of coal to around six or 
seven pensioners in the villages of both Great and Little Wolford. It was eventually 
wound up as there was insufficient capital to provide a meaningful income. Initially there 
was sufficient income to pay a small sum to the overseers - in 1902 this was 10 shillings 
per annum, by 1920 the overseer was paid £8 per annum. 

     An annual meeting was held every year and the only business was to appoint a 
Chairman and to appoint the overseers, however in 1901 a suggestion was made for a 
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lamp, presumably an early form of street lighting, to be placed in the centre of the 
village, but there was no support for this idea. 

     In 1903, Warwickshire County Council ordered there should be a joint meeting of both 
Great and Little Wolford Parish Meetings to appoint a manager for the school. Two 
names were put forward and Mr. Haine was appointed. In 1907, a second manager was 
appointed to represent Little Wolford. 

     In June 1903, another special meeting was called to consider the transfer of postal 
arrangements from Shipston to Moreton in Marsh; this idea was rejected. 

     The Parish meeting continued throughout the First World War which was never 
mentioned in the minutes at all. In 1921, the first mention is made of the Great Wolford 
Water Supply, on this occasion just to say that the accounts were passed. However, in 
1922, the expenditure was beyond the receipts by a small amount and in 1929 it was 
decided to levy a rate of 1/6d per £ of rateable value for the next 12 months.   

     The village water supply originally came from a ‘Ram’ style 
pump in the brook between Mount Sorrell and Ash House 
Farm. Chris, whose grandfather lived at Manor Farm at the 
time and was a member of committee that looked after the 
water supply, can remember him going down at peculiar 
times to ‘check the ram’ which always seemed a strange time 
to be checking his sheep. We have the ‘ram’ here which we 
rescued from a heap of scrap, but it is not clear how it worked.  
In 1934 it was decided to ask Shipston Rural District Council 
to take over the administration of the water supply from 
March 1935. However, it appears that this never happened as 
the water supply and paying for it was still being discussed in 
1953. In 1945 improvements were needed. A collection was 
made in the village, the water rate was increased to two 
shillings in the pound, the collection raised £41.  In 1953 the 
water rate went up to three shillings in the pound and Miss 
Oakley wrote out all the demand notes and Mr. Lucy agreed 
to deliver the demands and collect the levy. 

     Great Wolford was originally part of the Batsford Estate. In 1920, after his son had been 
killed in the First World War and his financial situation was deteriorating, Lord Redesdale 
put the whole village up for sale, which was when Chris’s grandfather bought Manor 
Farm. This must have been a significant time in the village, however, like WW1 it goes 
totally unremarked upon in the minutes. 

     In February 1930, a special meeting of both Great and Little Wolford Parish Meetings 
was called to discuss changing the administrative boundaries, this would place both 
villages in Gloucestershire.  The meeting was totally opposed to this change for the 
following reasons: 

• There was a direct route from the village to Warwick for the assizes etc.  
Gloucester was far more difficult to access. 

• The village was proud of its association with Warwickshire and with 
Shakespeare. 

• The village wanted the school to remain under Warwickshire CC. 

The Ram device 
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     In 1931, Shipston RDC asked how many new homes, if any, were required. After much 
discussion, a unanimous decision was to apply for 4 cottages and in 1935 Mr. Rolfe of 
Ash House Farm offered land for the 4 houses to be built (this is now The Leys).  Shipston 
RDC had already had five applications for the houses. 

     In 1941, the village was asked to contribute to the first of four weeks to help the war 
effort. Arrangements were made to have a War Weapons Week, which proved very 
successful. The ambition was to raise £750 but it actually raised the grand total of £4,592. 
In 1942, the village was asked to raise money for Hardships Week, with a target of £250 
but again, the village raised £887.  In 1943, Wings for Victory Week raised £1,815 plus an 
additional £38 towards the provision of a village hall. In 1944, Salute the Soldier raised 
£1,421 and a further £86 towards the village hall fund. 

     In 1943 there was discussion on the fate of the very large tree on The Green, close to 
where the current telephone box is.  After discussion, it was agreed to fell this rather than 
just topping. 

     Discussions were now ongoing re the provision of a village hall and in 1949 a proposal 
was put forward for a site on the Todenham Road given by Mr. Douthewaite. However, 
this site was refused by Shipston RDC who suggested another site within the village. This 
fell through as the owner was not prepared to donate the required area. In 1950, a new 
site was proposed on land adjoining The Ridgeway and planning permission for this was 
granted.  At the time, licences were only given for prefabricated buildings and there was 
much discussion as to whether this would be preferable to the ex-army hut which had 
been planned. In September 1950, the Ministry of Education was no longer providing 
grants for such enterprises, so the whole idea of a village hall was put on hold. 

Lynn Mathias 

The Village Green in the 1920s 
(Photograph Courtesy of Warwickshire County Record Office, Ref PH352/206/2) 
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Poetry  
Notes 

Email: editor@swlink.org.uk 

In researching this page this month, I have come up with not one, but two poets 
connected with the month of March. The first is Andrew Marvell and this month marks 
the 400th anniversary of his birth in Yorkshire in March 1621. Marvell lived in turbulent 
times and was an orator on behalf of the Lord Protector and his regime, and 
subsequently became a bitter satirist and polemicist, attacking the royal court and the 
established church in both prose and verse. 

     His most famous work is To His Coy Mistress , but I have neglected this in favour of a 
work by the second poet I discovered, Edward Thomas. 

     Edward Thomas was born in March 1878 in South London to 
Welsh parents. Today he’s remembered as a ‘war poet’, dying on 
the battlefields of France in 1917. This is despite many of his 
poems not being directly related to war. One of his most famous 
poems is Adlestrop, based on a railway journey Thomas took in 
June 1914, during which, his train briefly stopped at the now 
closed station in Adlestrop. If the rules permit, have a walk 
around and you should be able to see the bench and poem in 
the village today. It’s a couple of years since I last went, but I’ve 
no reason to think that the bench and shelter is not still there. 

Adlestrop 

Yes. I remember Adlestrop 
The name, because one afternoon 
Of heat, the express-train drew up there 
Unwontedly. It was late June. 

The steam hissed. Someone cleared his throat. 
No one left and no one came 
On the bare platform. What I saw 
Was Adlestrop—only the name 

And willows, willow-herb, and grass, 
And meadowsweet, and haycocks dry, 
No whit less still and lonely fair 
Than the high cloudlets in the sky. 

And for that minute a blackbird sang 
Close by, and round him, mistier, 
Farther and farther, all the birds 
Of Oxfordshire and Gloucestershire. 

Edward Thomas (1878 -1917)  

     Please keep your poetry suggestions coming; writing them for us would be even 
better! Please be sure to submit your suggestions in good time bearing in mind that 
more recent poems will often be protected by copyright and if this is the case, the 
publisher’s permission will need to be obtained. 

Keith Murphy, editor@swlink.org.uk 

Edward Thomas in 1905 

Photo © John Brightley 
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Chairman’s
Corner   

Core Values 
The expression ‘How do you like them apples?’ is thought to have been used during 
World War I (although its actual origins may date back much earlier), where the ‘apples’ 
were stick grenades or mortar, which resembled toffee apples. This phrase was also 
uttered in the film Good Will Hunting by Matt Damon’s character, janitor Will Hunting, 
as he mocked Harvard student Clark whilst triumphantly showing him a girl’s phone 
number that he’d successfully obtained.   

     Judging by the fruit that’s sold in supermarkets lately, I don’t like them apples at all. I 
find that the majority are either bland, sour or overly sweet, and either mushy, rock hard, 
or watery (rather than juicy). I’m not sure whether this is due to mass production, storage 
methods, forced ripening, or even the possibility that my taste buds have deteriorated 
over time, but the apples I buy just don’t taste as good anymore. Also, in general, the 
choice of apple varieties available on the shelves is quite limited – wherever you go, it’s 
the usual Braeburn, Gala, Jazz, Pink Lady, with the occasional Golden Delicious (which 
are not delicious at all), Red Delicious (ditto) and Granny Smith.      

     There are numerous excellent varieties of apple grown in this country, so it seems a 
shame that we need to import those of a lesser quality from other parts of the world.  
Anyone who is privileged enough to have their own apple tree (or even orchard), will 
know what an absolute pleasure it is to pick a ripe apple straight from the tree and savour 
the complex flavours and aromas of a home-grown apple. Even the English varieties that 
fail the initial taste test are perfectly suitable for being turned into apple crumble or even 
cider. What’s not to like? 

     Residents of Little Wolford, or even 
observant passers-by, may have noticed 
that three saplings have recently 
appeared on The Green. These trees were 
planted in December 2020 by the 
Chairman of Little Wolford Parish 
Meeting (who also happens to be Senior 
Horticultural Advisor at the RHS). The 
intention was to grow a couple of local 
heritage apple varieties, plus a crab 
apple, for the enjoyment of locals and 
wildlife in years to come. The heritage 
apples both have connections to 
Warwickshire. The Wyken Pippin is a 
greenish-yellow eating apple, planted at Wyken near Coventry in the early 1700s. It is 
juicy, sweet and richly flavoured. The Leathercoat Russet, another eating variety, has an 
intense, sweet sharp flavour, and originates from around 1600. It is also mentioned in 
Shakespeare’s Falstaff. The crab apple (not English) is called Malus kirghisorum, which 
comes from the Kazakhstan/Kyrgyzstan region. 

The Wyken Pippin 
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     According to the Warwickshire Wildlife Trust, traditional 
orchards (as opposed to intensive commercial orchards) are 
important reservoirs of genetic diversity in supporting locally 
distinctive varieties of fruit which are increasingly rare - this 
includes our very own Wyken Pippin. Traditional orchards can 
also have significant ecological value – for example, blossom is 
vital for insects, flow er buds and fruit provide food for birds such 
as bullfinches and thrushes, and older, dying or dead trees enable 
woodpeckers, moths and fungi to thrive.    

     It is said that an apple a day keeps the doctor away. If a 
determined effort is made to eat more heritage apple varieties, 
support the orchards and nurseries that grow them, and maybe 

plant a heritage apple tree in our own garden, then this would also have a beneficial 
impact on the overall health of our local ecology. When this becomes the trendy thing 
to do, supermarkets will eventually pick up on it – and they might finally begin to stock 
tasty apples!      

Simon Lewis-Beeching, chairman@swlink.org.uk 

 

 

The Tewkesbury Baron 

Liverpool Cathedral 
by Stourton artist 

Colin Beckett 
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